To the Editor—We appreciated the letter by Dr Reza Ganji about chronic rotator cuff lesions (RCLs), in which he identifies prolotherapy as a potential treatment, noted a potential mechanism of action, reviewed three studies, and concluded that prolotherapy is promising but not ready for general use due to insufficient evidence. Although we agree with some elements of his letter, each of his assertions requires either additional information or respectful correction to better serve both physicians and their patients.

Dextrose prolotherapy is an evidence-based injection therapy for chronic musculoskeletal pain. It has been used for approximately 100 years and its modern applications can be traced to the 1950s when prolotherapy injection protocols were formalised by George Hackett, a general surgeon in the United States, based on his clinical experience of over 30 years. Although a variety of injectants have been used, hypertonic dextrose is the most commonly used and best studied. The number of papers devoted to prolotherapy has steadily grown over the past 20 years, as has the number of countries from which these studies originate. This suggests increased clinical use, although whether this is true and to what extent are unknown.

The fundamental innovation brought by prolotherapy to the treatment of chronic musculoskeletal pain is its potential therapeutic effects on multiple pain generators within and around joints. Prolotherapy is unique in its non-surgical targeting of multiple pathological structures and its mechanism of action is likely multifactorial. Hypertonic dextrose is thought to facilitate healing and subsequent pain control through tissue change or proliferation, potentially mediated by an inflammatory mechanism, thus improving joint stability and biomechanics, and ultimately decreasing pain. However, other mechanisms have been proposed and are evidence-based, including the direct sensorineural effect of dextrose on pain control. This potential effect has been suggested in clinical studies of epidural injection of dextrose for chronic recalcitrant low back pain, and dextrose injections for carpal tunnel syndrome and Achilles tendinosis.

Studies have shown that prolotherapy is efficacious in the management of knee osteoarthritis and tendinopathy. We agree that the evidence to support its use in the context of RCLs is less robust and that more and better evidence is needed to determine its precise contribution to care of RCLs. However, in clinical life, no treatment works for every patient. We suggest that ample evidence exists for clinicians to add prolotherapy to their therapeutic armamentarium for carefully selected patients. As Dr Ganji notes:

1. Prolotherapy in the described studies is safe, well-tolerated, and satisfactory to patients. This is impressive given that injection-based care is inherently mildly traumatic and uncomfortable. Patients appear to be voting with their feet.
2. Prolotherapy is reported to improve chronic rotator cuff pain refractory to other modalities. Pain is the main reason patients come to see physicians.
3. Prolotherapy is reported to improve function, an essential outcome that is both related to and separate from pain.

In the complex work of treating chronic pain in RCLs, we believe prolotherapy has a more robust place in care than that suggested by Dr Ganji. We advocate conservative management as initial treatment for RCLs, including activity modification, anti-inflammatory medication, and physical therapy. Surgery is typically reserved for young athletes, or patients with full thickness tears or those who have failed conservative treatment. Injection therapy is generally regarded as adjuvant therapy to non-operative treatment, among which corticosteroid is commonly studied and is well-known for its short-term pain relief, but its detrimental effect on cartilage that should not be overlooked. We are using fewer corticosteroid injections and we consider prolotherapy to be a part of non-surgical care for patients with RCLs who are refractory to the more conservative steps.

We agree with Dr Ganji’s assertion that more high quality clinical trials are needed to determine specific elements of the efficacy of prolotherapy in RCLs. We suggest consideration of some important elements in trial design. First, an accurate diagnosis of pathology in RCLs should be made. Prolotherapy is effective for tendinopathies but may be less so for pathologies such as impingement and SLAP lesions. Second, it is reasonable to begin prolotherapy for RCLs using a whole joint approach with the clinical standard of 15% dextrose for extra-articular injections and 25% for intra-articular injections. However, in time, formal assessment of different
concentrations will be needed. If the aetiology of pain is mostly neuropathic, the use of 5% dextrose may be preferred.\textsuperscript{8} Third, although there is no consensus on the optimal injection frequency, again it is reasonable to use the clinical standard of 3 to 5 injection sets 4 weeks apart followed by a booster session 8 weeks later.\textsuperscript{12,13} Fourth, the choice of control therapy should be made with caution. Although many clinical trialists and granting agencies consider a blinded placebo injection to be necessary, normal saline injections are now understood to be active therapy.\textsuperscript{14} Even sham needling has been shown to provide therapeutic effects in pain control.\textsuperscript{15} Therefore, non-injection control groups, such as standard-of-care therapy, while having some disadvantages, may be appropriate in some trials. Finally, validated and guideline-recommended self-reported and objectively assessed patient outcomes specific to shoulder injury should be used to assess the effects of prolotherapy.\textsuperscript{16}

In conclusion, we agree that dextrose prolotherapy is not yet the first-line treatment for RCLs but clinicians can feel comfortable with its use in carefully selected patients who are refractory to other conservative treatments.
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